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酽妘躐䅕

訅酽覈頺䯤
頯梮咲䯤檕鄻▕䯖椂螆趼
暚䄄䯤3132 妘 4 桸 23 暀䯗 5 桸 29 暀
訅鲈覈頺䯤
頯梮咲䯤叆㬖
暚䄄䯤3132 妘 5 桸䯗 6 桸
訅醑覈頺䯤
頯梮咲䯤䧍惛鮩〃飝餄㭠䧿䯖棜磢
暚䄄䯤3132 妘 6 桸䯗 7 桸
訅蠐覈頺䯤
頯梮咲䯤䅏嬐唒㮳〃䋷惛昤閾詁䯖䅖縴
暚䄄䯤3132 妘 7 桸䯗 8 桸

䒮樴鄐譯鲷 3132 妘艊婩妘竑時䎋茩!︹酽妘躐䅕︺曧酽跣⺖＃怇斞￥艊嗴㓋䯖雩曧唻酽瀇⺖＃挧鉝￥艊暚䄄艊鄅寳︑
澑漛䎋茩瑧鲋詛妘酽跣醮銊梮䒛諦慘艊俋矇嗴㓋䯖磢鍖

忞囈蓜艊䯖豈侕㚾蹼艊昷橉嶗誈侕墡慘喥㫥樭㫚俧搾

醢鑫 3131︑嗴㓋昷橉艊呝櫞蠿姪墱鄽㚯鳏醭宧鞈婮䯖罌澑彿髦㜉斾鑫囑桹㚧陝䯖啔㫥跣俋矇嗴㓋惖鰓彾踵醑
跣㯵鰓䯖㬦㫓蠐跣覈頺艊嫮媀䯖羮慁醁㫝約妘艊暚䄄䯖鮪翍娡譯鲷裶䄄鎢飨薟粷︑
䎪茩! ︹酽妘躐䅕︺! 棾靕頯梮咲椂螆趼艊讜謖慘閔︑＃酽妘躐㚧鮪鲋曗￥䯖㫥訶跤蹺詁鍈艊㜠㛳䯖㚸艊曧＃曗
俍曧酽妘艊婩僔䯖㳛㒄艊鲇嵔㰊㒄抲頌會偡豈侕￥︑頯梮咲竑嶯㬕愞! ＃䅕￥! 飨僉魍＃㚧￥䯖嶯鮪媰㜉暚䄄艊
鲮翨䯖羮鮪澑暚澑贖備豸桖鎢艊峘偧謾鰓︑
3131 妘雩㚾酓醭啨鳏翽醣鑫諤蟢㭤廧䯖喥絹㫥跣⺖挧鉝鑫酽妘䯖妛⺖＃怇斞￥︒＃惖㓦￥艊嗴㓋︑磢鍖䯖鮪
謚!＃3131￥!婩僔躐妘䯖雩㚾彿髦鞣磢晹熴呝瑪詛＃㚧￥䯖貶＃曗￥＝酽偧晼嬔偧郿棾踮︑
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Shanghai Beijing Singapore

First Spring
Chapter One
Artist: Liang Shaoji, Yang Fudong
Duration: 12 March - 18 April, 2021
Chapter Two
Artist: Sun Xun
Duration: April - May, 2021
Chapter Three
Artist: Melati Suryodarmo, Li Ran
Duration: May - June, 2021
Chapter Four
Artist: Apichatpong Weerasethakul, Lu Lei
Duration: June - July, 2021
ShanghART Beijing’s 2021 special project, ‘First Spring’, is about an exhibition that has been ‘scattered’, and
a commemoration of a period of time that has been ‘shelved’.
This project originates from a large-scale exhibition in cooperation with art museum last year. However, the
long-prepared proposal and arrangements that were close to completion have been disrupted due to the
global health crisis in 2020. We didn’t have the heart to abandon all the hard work and thus decided to adjust
the original plan, dividing it into three sections as well as four chapters, which will be on view at the gallery’s
Beijing location for nearly half a year.
The project title ‘First Spring’ comes from a work of the same name by Yang Fudong that was inspired by an
ancient Chinese proverb “ 酽妘躐㚧鮪鲋曗 ” ( y『 nián zh『 jì zài yú ch【n ). It means that “spring signifies
the beginning of the year, and important things should be prepared in advance.” In order to emphasise the
boundary of time, the artist deliberately chose the character ‘ 䅕 ’ ( jì, boundary ) instead of ‘ 㚧 ’ ( jì, plan ),
which also seems to be more appropriate at this point.
Many of us might have regrets in 2020, just like the exhibition that has been put on hold for a year, ‘scattered’
and ‘dismantled’. Going into post-2020, maybe we still can't make an articulated ‘plan’, but ‘spring’ will
always come as promised.
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酽妘躐䅕
訅酽覈頺䯤
頯梮咲䯤檕鄻▕䯖椂螆趼
暚䄄䯤3132 妘 4 桸 23 暀䯗 5 桸 29 暀

慘踵㫥跣＃覈頺鉢＃嗴㓋艊訅酽㯵鰓䯖彿髦啔鮪 3132 妘 4 桸 23 暀婩奟艊嗴㓋跤薟粷頯梮咲椂螆趼艊嗴㓋讜
謖慘閔︹酽妘躐䅕︺醮檕鄻▕︹宆鈙︺㫥跏鬣慘閔︑

婜醁鑫椂螆趼慘閔跤酽㠵艊䉯鄡屟囅鲇䏣樴䯖㫥㯵 3121 妘㳕羮 46nn 䧸艀镵穻惤掟呝彾艊慘閔䯖啔棾靕醭
讜蹺姪嶗暚魍艊鳏窹烰鏅鮪鄗逫艊暃醢犦䯖甡鄼菑酽跀燒醭詵屒㚴艊暀夠記㭔︑嬁穻怇㬬鑫酽跣侸㳛鲮䀨艊跫
翨䯖孎傉艊瞗頥㜉抲蛵菑醮㰊壈粷呺荁饅艊嶑嵣醮聥蟇䯖磢鍖㫥酽賽鲱莏鲱壺艊櫇乵躐巃䯖謾呺誆曧鮪翄嬁穻
鯫㳚澐鮪惤掟暚僨羠艊䀨㓌︑澐偧椂螆趼忞㛺䯖＃暆曗絹俍啔鲻梥鲻暚醭玜杝艊笶尓䯖燊鮃㳚艊歓窹僨颿鑫䯖
醭曧蕚鮃躐謚䯖曧廟宆狋誤︑￥

鍖鮪檕鄻▕ 3125 妘呝彾艊俋矇裶䄄⺸鉝慘閔︹宆鈙︺跤䯖頯梮咲啔㫥蟢＃廟宆艊狋誤￥抰㫼踵＃醭詵㔃覯艊
廬蜶躐䌄￥︑彿髦鮪︹宆鈙︺醢備豸韓堝勢俍豍艊棾踮䯤俍豍躐䌄曧＃晹￥鮪僨熱佪䌄䯖㚯靕磢飨晹踵徏鍎䉯
鳏艊昷媀僨熱醭詵堝艊佪䌄︑偧讜䆇玣暺艊晹媘綖䯖雩㚾妛䉯桹菑綖媘䯖羗靧雩䉯詁綖䯖詵镾誆曧酽鱖梣俧鍖
墱︑貶㫥鱖倇梣桹菑詁綖艊嫮笶䯖酽暁崳慂㡽棾䯖徏醮詁綖妛燒䯖點＝閼㡽瑪磢醭讜鲋酽鞶詁綖忞僨熱艊佪䌄︑
罌踵㮰㳚煫桹佪䌄䯖妛煫桹媯倗䯖漲螻閼菑酽蟢㔃侳躐嶯ⅩⅩ㫥醭詵㔃覯艊佪䌄蹰曧廬蜶躐䌄︑

㮰酽徳徳䯒酽頺頺䯓悈昢艊覨棎䯖備豸喥曧戹諠徏覨諠䯒豈侕僨熱諠䌄䯓䯖慍礣酽呯艊䅆櫐䯒雩曧䌄頺䯓緣㡽︑
覨頺艊頥燯徏醠徏䧫徏䧸䯖偧讜佪䌄艊醭讜䌄頥︑斾跣嗴㓋裶䄄螻駣菑酽蟢晹佪躐䌄︑

晹㛀鞲棞旿䯖頥嫷訵艊㫜羮勢廟咷梪㦳艊薟粷䯖㫥跏鬣慘閔㰊夃桹菑牰㯎艊跤蹺™酛咁銊㓅嶗屨叧絔寳︑醮澑
讜暚䯖鮪攝慘昷媀醢剴唻粷魍屟嶗婜嗴屟嗴婩鑫侸醎艊㚮㛀︑鮪嗴㓋跤妛鉝䯖懲跏鬣醭讜嫮尓艊慘閔鮪裶䄄跤䯖
靕磢鍖磢艊嫮彾榚蟢㓉㓌囁姉嶗赗蜶酛酽︑
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Shanghai Beijing Singapore

First Spring

Chapter One
Artist: Liang Shaoji, Yang Fudong
Duration: 12 March - 18 April, 2021

Opening on 12 March, 2021, the first chapter of our special project ‘First Spring’ will present a work of the
same name by Yang Fudong, and ‘Sound of Heart’, a work by Liang Shaoji.
Continuing the consistent non-linear narratives in Yang Fudong's work, ‘First Spring’ was completed in 2010
using 35mm black and white film. It reveals a series of incredible daily encounters between figures from
different countries and times in the prosperous Old Shanghai. This film creates a psychedelic, interlaced
world, while its subtle greyish tone suggests the confusion and alienation related to urban reality. However,
the paradoxical sense of dreams is actually the illusion that occurs during filming in the studio. As Yang
Fudong said, “The early spring is like an uncertain state when the sun is about to rise. The plants in the soil
have sprouted; it’s not about breaking up the soil, but about the inner surge.”
Likewise, Liang Shaoji describes the inner surge as ‘the ineffable sound of soul’ in his 2014 large-scale
space installation ‘Sound of Heart’. This work allows us to experience a heavenly sound, which is created by
‘nothingness’, and more specifically refers to the sound that nature emits without any human activity. For
instance, Tao Yuanming’s stringless Guqin might be simply a piece of wood, resembling the shape of Guqin
without any strings. It cannot produce any actual music, but when hung up or placed beside a common Guqin,
it can still transmit profound implications, namely ‘the ineffable sound of soul’.
The rows of cut bamboos appear to be pan flutes that might start to sound at any moment. They rise up in a
particular order like various syllables, while their colours—green, yellow or black—imply different tones. A
‘silent’ sound echoes throughout the exhibition space.
Whether the treatment of material and colour or the presentation of content, both works demonstrate a
strong sense of traditional Chinese aesthetics and philosophies. In terms of working methods, they also open
up a multi-dimensional discussion on modernity and extensibility. Juxtaposed together in the exhibition, two
different types of works naturally form some sort of visual and spiritual unity.
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